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NONLINEAR OPTICAL PROBES OF INTERFACES 

While the laser has become an indispensable tool for 

investigating the bulk properties of matter, it has not been widely 

exploited in the study of surfaces and interfaces. In the last few 

years, however, several promising applications of lasers to surface 

. ' sc1ence have appeared. One line of research has concentrated on the 

laser's capacity to modify the character of surfaces and ,interfaces 

and has led to the study of such phenomena as laser-induced 

annealing, catalysis, and surface damage. These topics are not only 

of great scientific interest, but of clear technical relevance. 

Another line of research takes advantage of the laser's ability to 

probe surfaces and interfaces. Lasers can, for example, be used to 

obtain information about the molecule/surface interaction by 

1 detecting transitions in molecules scattered from surfaces, while 

laser-induced desorption 2 and surface photoacoustic spectroscopy 3 can 

yield vibrational spectra of molecules adsorbed on surfaces. 

Considerable progress has also been made in the development of 

surface probes based on nonlinear optical effects. These purely 

optical methods have an important role to play in surface studies. 

Unlike the conventional probes of surface science, which rely on the 

emission, absorption, or scattering of massive particles, they are 

generally applicable to interfaces between two dense media and, 

therefore, offer some unique and intriguing possibilities. In this 

article, a brief discussion of these techniques is given. 
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A knowledge of the frequencies and linewidths of the vibrational 

modes of adsorbed molecules is a valuable guide in understanding 

their adsorption geometry and their interactions with the surface. 

The Raman scattering process <Fig. la) is, in principle, a 

convenient means of measuring vibrational spectra in the infrared 

while utilizing only light in the visible. It has long been used in 

the study of bulk samples; however, the Raman-scattered light from 

molecules adsorbed on a surface is generally so weak as to make 

detection difficult. 4 Two coherent Raman processes have recently been 

developed to alleviate this problem: surface Raman-gain spectroscopy 

and surface coherent antiStokes Raman scattering (surface CARS>. 

Both techniques u~ilize the stimulated Rama~ scattering process, 

which is driven by two pump beams at frequencies w
1 

and w
2 

with 

-w ~ 
2 

w v (Fig. lb). In the Raman-gain technique, the transfer 

of energy between the two pump beams is measured. In the CARS 

process, the coherently generated radiation at the antiStokes 

frequency wa = w1 + (w1 - w2) is detected. In either case, vibrational 

spectra are obtained by varying the frequency difference between the 

pump lasers. These coherent nonlinear effects require high peak 

intensities to be significant. With a pair of synchronously pumped 

mode-locked dye lasers, Heritage and Allara5 have succeeded in 

measuring vibrational spectra of adsorbed molecular monolayers by 

means of the Raman-gain technique. 6 Chen et al. have reported CARS 

vibrational spectra for a benzene/silver interface excited by surface 

plasmons. From an extrapolation of the results for pump pulses of 

nanosecond duration to the picosecond regime, it appears that surface 

CARS should be sufficiently sensitive for the spectroscopy of 

\J 
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adsorbed monolayers. 

Another nonlinear optical probe of interfaces is that of surface 

second-harmonic generation <SHG>. This effect arises when an intense 

incident laser beam at frequency w induces a nonlinear polarization 

at 2w , which then acts as a source of coherent radiation at the 

harmonic frequency. The required experimental arr~ngement for a SHG 

measurement is quite simple. As indicated in Fig. 2, a pulsed laser 

is used to excite the sample. The resulting second-harmonic <SH> 
I 

radiation can be detected either in transmission or in reflection 

after appropriate spectral filtering. If the interface is optically 

flat~ the SH radiation forms a well-collimated beam, which can be 

efficiently collected. 

Let us consider the strength of SHG from a surface layer of 

atoms or molecules. Omitting the factors relating to the linear 

dielectric response, we can write the SH intensity from a thin 

nonlinear slab as7 

I(2w) 3 2 -3 2 1 ~ #(2) ~ ~ 
1
212<) 

32n w c sec 8 e 2w · X :e e w . s w w 

A 

Here e is the polarization of the fundamental wave incident at w 

angle e, and e2w is the polarization of the harmonic wave in the 

The tensor ~(Z) represents the 
s 

transmitted or reflected direction. 

second-order nonlinear susceptibility of the surface, as defined by 

the relation +(2) #(2) + + 
P (2w) = X :E(w)E(w) 

s s 
between the nonlinear dipole 
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moment per unit area and the electric field i(w) We can e:·:press 

;<2) as a sum over molecular contributions in the form 
s 

x(2) = N. <~( 2 ) > , where N is the surf ace density of molecules~ 
s s s 

~( 2 ) is their second-order non 1 i near pol ari zabi 1 i ty, and the pointed ;. 

brackets denote an average over molecular orientations. Suppose we 

wish to study an adsorbed layer 

of aligned molecules with N = 1014 em - 2 
s 

and (2) -30 
a - 10 esu Then 

for a 10-ns pulse of laser radiation at 1.06 11m having an intensity 

I(w) = 10 HW/cm
2 2 over an area of 1 em , the SH output will be an 

easi 1 y detectable - 103 photons per pulse. 

The estimate above indicates that the SH signals from a single 

molecular layer should be measurable. In fact, in certain cases, the 

presence of the bulk media may increase the SHG by the surface layer. 

This effect can arise either through a change in the molecular 

nonlinearity from the chemical interactions between the surface layer 

and the bulk or through a change in the local fields from their 

electromagnetic interaction. It has been shown, for example, that on 

a roughened silver surface, SHG can be enhanced by as much as four 

orders of magnitude by local plasmon resonances in the surface 

8 structures. 

A more troublesome aspect of the presence of the bulk media is 

the possibility that their nonlinear optical response will completely 

obscure the signal from the surface layer. In this respect, the 

second-order process of SHG is especially well suited for studies of 

interfaces. In contrast to linear or third-order nonlinear 

pro~esses, which are.allowed in all media, the second-order effects 

1.! 
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are (electric-dipole) forbidden in any medium having a center of 

inversion. In the case of an interface between two centrosymmetric 

media~ the observed SH radiation can actually originate in the few 

atomic or molecular layers of the interface where the inversion 

symmetry is broken. Thus the SHG process exhibits an intrinsic 

surface specificity on an atomic scale~ a property not found in other 

optical probes. 

The surface sensitivity of SHG was already observed- in some of 

the early experiments. 9 Recent work has focused on understanding 

more fully the influence of adsorbates on SHG and on exploiting the 

process as a tool for surface studies. A clear demonstration of this 

surface sensitivity is given in Fig. 3~ in_ which the measured SH 

intensity is plotted during the course of an oxidation-reduction 

10 
cycle of silver in a KCl electrolyte. The signal rises sharply as 

AgCl is deposited on the electrode and drops precipitously when the 

layer is completely reduced. The bulk layers of AgCl do not 

contribute appreciably to the SHG. In fact~ the better part of the 

abrupt change in the SH signal corresponds to a deposition or removal 

of less than a single adsorbed monolayer. 

10 
Adsorption of monolayers of pyridine 

11 

< N~) and of 

pyrazine (c~ on silver increases the SHG dramatically. In 

the case of pyridine~ the adsorbed molecules are not centrosymmetric 

and~ hence, have a finite second-order polarizability~(Z) A sheet 

of oriented molecules will then have a nonlinear r~sponse given by 

x-cz) = N <~(2) > 
s s 

In the case of pyrazine~ however~ the unperturbed 

molecules are centrosymmetr i c and have ~(Z) = 0 A simple alignment 
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Of these molecules can not yield a non-vanishing val Lte for X(Z) 
s 

Thus, the substantial rise in SHG seen upon the adsorption of 

pyrazine to silver must reflect the presence of a symmetry-breaking 

interaction between the pyrazine and the silver. 

Use of a tunable pump laser allows us to obtain spectroscopic 

data from the resonant behavior of the SHG encountered whenever 

either the pump frequency w or the harmonic frequency 2w coincides 

with that of a transition. Measurements of the electronic 

transitions in adsorbed monolayers have been performed with a dye 

1 1 . th d. t. 12 aser supp y1ng e pump ra 1a 1on. The samples chosen were 

submonolayers of rhodamine 110 and rhodamine 6G adsorbed on a fused 

13 -2 si 1 i ca substrate at coverages of - 5 x 10 em • The resonant SHG 

process for probing the s 0 -+ s2 transition in these two species is 

illustrated in Fig. 4a, and the corresponding·experimental spectra 

are shown in Fig. 4b. It was observed that the off-resonant SH 

signal from the substrate was several orders of magnitude weaker than 

that of the resonant adsorbate layer. As far as the absolute signal 

strengths were concerned, detection of the SH radiation was an easy 

matter. With the 10-ns~ 1-mJ pulses of resonant excitation focused 

to on the sample~ some 104 photons per pulse were 

generated. Certainly~ studies at lower adsorbate coverages should 

not pose major difficulties. Spectroscopic measurements of this sort 

are important for elucidating the chemical interactions of adsorbed V 

molecules with the substrate and with one another. Spectral line 

shifts as a function of coverage are useful in understanding the 

local electromagnetic fields arising from the induced dipole-induced 

dipole interactions. The grosser spectral features can serve to 
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identify the adsorbed species. In Fig. 4b~ the spectra of the 

adsorbed rhodamine 110 and rhodamine 6G are seen to be readily 

distinguishable. 

The determination of the detailed arrangement of atoms and 

molecules at an interface is one of the central problems in surface 

science. The surface-specific SHG technique can provide some of the 

answers. Let us see how this works. The nonlinear susceptibility 

#(2) 
X 

s 
can. be related to the surface structure in two ways. First~ 

the symmetries of i(2) should correspond to macroscopic structural 
s 

symmetries in the arrangement of the adsorbed molecules. A system 

lacking any preferred direction in the surface plane, for example~ 

#(2) 
X . with equal el eme~ts under x ~ y 

s 
would give rise to a i.e.~ a 

relabeling of the coordinate axes in the plane. Second, knowledge of 

#(2) 2-f #(2) 
X

5 
and the molecular polarizability a can lead to information 

about the average orientation of the adsorbates. This becomes clear 

if we write the relation between these two quantities iri coordinate 

form: 

In this expression, represents the coordinate transformation 

~ between the molecular <~,n,~> system and the fixed <x,y,z> system. 

\J 
It describes the molecular orientation and is the only factor that 

must be retained in the angular average. Measurements of <T~~~> 

or, in some cases, of just the ratios of various terms should 

therefore give us the average orientation of the adsorbed molecules. 
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A study of adsorbed p-nitrobenzoic acid <PNBA) by surface SHG 

. ' 13 
illustrates these po1nts. The structure of free PNBA and of the 

mole cule adsorbed to fused silica is depicted in Fig. 5. From the --
observed symmetries of

8

x(Z). we have found the molecular distribution s . 

in the surface plane to be isotropic. It has also been established 

that the nonlinearity of such molecules is dominated by a(Z). We 
r;r;r; 

can therefore consider the molecules to be long rods defined by the 

z;;-a:·: is. Their orientation is specified by the angle e between 

the molecular r;-axis and the surface normal. The ratio of any two 

independent components of x~2 ) must then give a value for a weighted 

average of e . Experimentally~ such a ratio can be conveniently 

obtained through a null measurement of the SH radiation~ for which 

le · x< 2>:e e I = o 2w s w w 
holds. The average_ orientation of PNBA 

adsorbed on fused silica at fractional monolayer coverages has been 

determined in this fashion both at solid/air and at solid/ethanol 

interfaces. Taking the orientational distribution to be sharply 

peaked, e was found to be '""'40° in the liquid and -70° in air. This 

difference might be explairied by the solvation energy of the PNBA in 

the liquid. 

The SH signal from adsorbed molecules on a-substrate-generally 

includes a contribution from the substrate. Although this 

contribution is suppressed, it may still be comparable to that of the 

adsorbed layer. In this case, it must be measured separately and 

subtracted away before the analysis described above can be applied. 

Because of the coherent nature of the SHG process, all of the signals 

have well defined phases, permitting full compensation for the 

influence of the substrate. With this correction taken into account, 

~: 

IJ 
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it should then be possible to study adsorbates at quite low 

fractional monolayer coverages by means of SHG. The adsorption 

isotherm of Fig. 6 is one such application. It describes the 

surface coverage of fused silica by adsorbed PNBA in equilibrium with 

ethanolic solutions of PNBA of various concentrations. Fitting this 

curve to a Langmuir form~ one can deduce an adsorption free energy of 

- 8 kcal/mole. 

The technique of surface SHG can be extended to sum~ and 

difference-frequency generation. These processes share the 

surface-specificity of SHG, while presenting additional opportunities 

for spectroscopic measurements. With a coherent source of tunable 

infrared radiation and a visible pump of fixed wavelength, the 

sum-frequency generation process should permit probing of vibrational 

transitions. Note that the detected light at the sum-frequency lies 

in the visible. For this range, dete~tors with high quantum 

efficiencies are commonplace. With two visible lasers,-

difference-frequency generation might also be suitable for 

vibrational spectroscopy, although the infrared outp~t is likely to 

be difficult to detect. 

We have seen some of the ways in which nonlinear optical 

techniques, particularly that of SHG, can be applied to study the 

properties of interfaces. For spectroscopic work, these methods 

have a resolution limited only by the laser linewidth. This feature 

can also be realized by linear optical techniques, which are 
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currently being developed into increasingly sensitive probes of 

interfaces}4 The nonlinear techniques~ however~ have the advantage of 

permitting the study of surface dynamics an a subpicosecand time 

scale via transient spectroscopy. Given moreover their capability 

of providing orientational information and of probing systems between 

two dense media~ these methods may well open an interesting branch of 

research in surface science. The field is still in its infancy and 

many possibilities remain to be explored. The future of these 

techniques will depend on the range of their applicability. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS: 

Fig. 1 Raman scattering for a vibrational transition with frequency w . 
v 

(a) depicts the spontaneous process with a pump laser at frequency 

w1 ; (b) shows the stimulated process with pump lasers at w
1 

and 

Fig. 2 Outline of the experimental arrangement for a measurement of the 

surface SHG. The SH radiation from the sample is isolated by color 

filters and a spectrometer and detected with a photomultiplier. 

Fig. 3 SHG by a roughened silver sample as a layer of AgCl is deposited 

and then reduced. Half way through the cycle, the AgCl layer has 

an average thickness of - 500 monolayers. Closer investigation 

of the sharp rise and fall (limited here by instrument response) 

indicates that most of the change in SHG comes from the deposition 

or removal of less than one monolayer of AgCl. These data were 

obtained with laser excitation at 1.06 }lm. 

Fig. 4 Resonant SHG in rhodamine 110 and rhodamine 6G. (a) indicates the 

Fig. 5 

Fig. 6 

resonant process in the two dyes with energy levels corresponding 

to the absorption line centers for the molecules dissolved in 

ethanol. (b) shows the experimental SH spectra in the region of 

the S
0 

+ s2 transition for submonolayers of the dye molecules ad

sorbed on fused silica. 

Structure of p-nitrobenzoic acid (PNBA) as a free molecule (a) 

and in its chemisorbed form (b). 

Isotherm for adsorption of PNBA on fused silica out of an ethanol 

solution. The results were deduced from the SH intensity under 

s-polarized excitation at 532 11m. 
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